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A Solution for Problem Set 2

1. [Expansion law]
(a) (10 pts) With the notation in the problem, the ex-
pansion law says that the recession velocities of B and C
measured by A are

vBA = f (rBA, t), vCA = f (rCA, t). (1)

Homogeneity of the Universe dictates that the same law
must hold for the recession velocity of B measured by C .
That is,

vBC = f (rBC , t). (2)

The relative velocity vBC = vBA− vCA, therefore,

f (rBC , t) = f (rBA− rCA, t) = f (rBA, t)− f (rCA, t). (3)

(b) (5 pts) To satisfy Eq. (3), the function f must be linear
in r. Therefore, f (rba, t) = H(t)rba.

2. [Einstein’s greatest blunder]
(a) (10 pts) From Friedmann equation for H2 and Ray-
chaudhuri equation for ä, the conditions for a static uni-
verse (H = 0, ä = 0) are

3κ= 8πGρ, ρ + 3P = 0. (4)

To satisfy both conditions, the universe must have a pos-
itive curvature and include cosmological constant:

3κ= 8πG (ρM +ρΛ) , ρM − 2ρΛ = 0, (5)

combining both we find

ρM = 2ρΛ =
κ

4πG
(6)

You can find the same equations (with different nota-
tion) from Einstein’s seminal paper that started modern
physical cosmology 1917SPAW.......142E. See equa-
tion 14!
(b) (5 pts) The Einstein’s world model, however, is not
stable. For example, if we have slightly more (less) mat-
ter by δρM, then the Raychaudhuri equation says that

ä
a
= −4πG

3
δρM, (7)

which contracts (expands) the scale factor as a response
to the perturbation. As a result, a small amount of more
(less) perturbation in matter density will cause contrac-
tion (expansion) that increases (decreases) the matter
density even further. That is, the universe moves away
from Einstein’s static universe. If he ever said that, this
must be Einstein’s greatest blunder, not that he intro-
duced the cosmological constant term.

3. [Redshift drift with HIRES]
(a) (10pts) The redshift drift is given by
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The numerical values for the redshift drift are listed in
the following table:

redshift z ∆v (cm/s) c/|∆v|
0.1 0.1 3.0× 1011

0.5 0.27 1.1× 1011

1 0.26 1.2× 1011

2 0.024 1.3× 1012

3 -0.25 1.2× 1011

For an instrument of the spectral resolution R = 103,
104, 105, it will take c/(R|∆v|) ≃ 108, 107, 106 years,
respectively.
(b) (5pts) The peculiar acceleration is given by a ≃∇ψ
which can be approximated as

a ≃ ψ
L
=0.00025 Mpc−1 ≃ 1.07H0 ≃ 2.3
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(9)

That is, the peculiar acceleration of the system is an
order of magnitude larger than the redshift drift that
we are targeting.
(c) (5pts) Unless we have a time machine, we need to
beat down the statistical uncertainties by increasing the
sample size: multiple spectral lines, many galaxies, etc.
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